Please read this manual carefully before using the Cambo WRS-1060 holder!

**CAUTION:** Tighten the clamping knob with care, do not over tighten the clamp!

**CAUTION:** Before use ensure that the Iphone® is mounted correctly!

The Cambo WRS-1060 holder is compatible with the Apple® Iphone® 4/4s and 5/5s.

The WRS-1090 can be mounted directly to the Cambo WRS-1200 series.

For camera’s that feature a accessory shoe mount, the WRS-1095 shoe adapter can be used.

For the Cambo Anniversary Edition camera the WRS-1096 WRS-AE adapter can be used.

The centring pins ensure a correct alignment of the Iphone® holder.

Before inserting the Iphone® 4/4s or 5/5s in the holder please loosen the clamp by turning “knob A” counter-clockwise. When the clamp part is all the way up, now you can gently insert the Iphone® in the holder (as displayed in the image above).

When the Iphone® is fully inserted in the holder, please ensure that the backside of the Iphone® is parallel to and touching the holder. Now you can gently tighten “knob A”, don’t over tighten the clamp!, this could damage your Iphone®.

Note: when the volume knobs are pressed, the Iphone is not parallel to the holder, please adjust the alignment of the Iphone®.

For use with the Iphone® 4 or 4s please install the rubbers as shown in the image above.

For use with the Iphone® 5 or 5s please install the rubbers as shown in the image above.
The WRS-1090 Iphone holder uses the Schneider Optics® Century® wide angle lens (0.65x). The Century iPro lens system uses a bayonet mount.

Fasten, turn counter-clockwise (CCW)
Please align the bayonet and mount shape of the holder and insert the lens. To fix the lens please turn the lens counter-clockwise (30° turn).

Loosen, turn clockwise (CW)
To loosen the lens please turn the lens clockwise. After a 30° CW gently take out the lens.

To change form “landscape” to “portrait” format, please press “Lock B”. While pressing the lock you can turn the Iphone® holder CW.

At a 90° turn the lock snaps in the new position and is fixed. To return to landscape position please press “Lock B” again and turn the Iphone® holder 90° CCW until the lock snaps into the new position.

Viewfinder Pro (iOS App) www.direstudio.com/viewfinder
You can use the “Viewfinder Pro” App, designed by “DIRE Studio”. This App is available on the App Store. For instructions please download the “Viewfinder Handbook” at “direstudio.com”.
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This instruction manual is prepared with care, although no responsibility, financial or otherwise, is accepted for any consequences related the information stated in this instruction manual. All specifications in this instruction manual are subject to change without notice.

For more information please visit the Cambo web site: www.cambo.com